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1 Additional Ablation Studies1

We conduct further ablation studies to illustrate the effectiveness of various design choices of the2

PromptIR framework. We examine various key design choices like the usage of prompt tokens and3

plugging in prompt blocks only on the decoder branch of the network.4

1.1 Contrastive learning-based Degradation Encoder embedding v/s Prompt Tokens5

To strengthen the design rationale for incorporating prompts instead of following recent methods [3]6

that use embeddings learned through contrastive training, we replace the generated prompt from our7

PGM module with embeddings extracted from the Contrastive- learning based Degradation Encoder8

of the AirNet [3] model. We observed that the use of contrastive embeddings resulted in significantly9

weaker performance compared to prompt tokens. Moreover, achieving good performance with10

contrastive embeddings requires a custom-designed restoration network, whereas our Prompt Blocks11

can be seamlessly integrated as plug-and-play modules into any restoration network.12

Table 1: Comparisons under all-in-one setting: between the usage of degradation embedding extracted
from the Contrastive-learning Based Degradation Encoder (CBDE) of the Airnet [3] Model and the
usage of prompt tokens in the PromptIR framework.
Method Dehazing Deraining Denoising on BSD68 dataset [5]) Average

on SOTS [4] on Rain100L [1] σ = 15 σ = 25 σ = 50

CBDE+PromptIR 23.92/0.881 32.03/0.0.972 32.96/0.910 30.36/0.860 26.93/0.732 29.24/0.875

PromptIR (Ours) 30.58/0.974 36.37/0.972 33.98/0.933 31.31/0.888 28.06/0.799 32.06/0.913

1.2 Prompt Blocks on both Encoder branch and Decoder branch13

We study the importance of decoder-only prompting by evaluating the usage of prompt blocks on14

both the encoder and decoder branches. We show that it is important the prompt block is only used15

on the decoder side.

Table 2: Comparisons under the all-in-one setting: between the usage of the Prompt-block on both
the encoder branch and encoder branch with using the prompt block only on the decoder branch.
Method Dehazing Deraining Denoising on BSD68 dataset [5]) Average

on SOTS [4] on Rain100L [1] σ = 15 σ = 25 σ = 50

Enc+Dec+PromptIR 28.52/0.927 35.43/0.965 33.59/0.927 30.85/0.878 27.35/0.732 31.14/0.885

PromptIR (Ours) 30.58/0.974 36.37/0.972 33.98/0.933 31.31/0.888 28.06/0.799 32.06/0.913
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2 Transformer Block in PromptIR Framework17

Figure 1: Overview of the Transformer block used in the PromptIR framework. The Transformer
block is composed of two sub modules,the Multi Dconv head transposed attention module(MDTA)
and the Gated Dconv feed-forward network(GDFN).

As mentioned in section 3.1.2 of the main manuscript,we present the block diagram1 of the transformer18

block and further elaborate on the details of the transformer block employed in the PromptIR19

framework.The tranformer block follows the design and hyper-parameters outlined in [6]20

To begin, the input features X ∈ RHl×Wl×Cl are passed through the MDTA module. In this module,21

the features are initially normalized using Layer normalization. Subsequently, a combination of22

1× 1 convolutions followed by 3× 3 depth-wise convolutions are applied to project the features into23

Query (Q), Key (K), and Value (V) tensors. An essential characteristic of the MDTA module is24

its computation of attention across the channel dimensions, rather than the spatial dimensions. This25

effectively reduces the computational overhead. To achieve this channel-wise attention calculation,26

the Q and K projections are reshaped from Hl×Wl×Cl to HlWl×Cl and Cl×HlWl respectively,27

before calculating dot-product, hence the resulting transposed attention map with the shape of Cl×Cl.28

Bias-free convolutions are utilized within this submodule. Furthermore, attention is computed in a29

multi-head manner in parallel.30

After MDTA Module the features are processed through the GDFN module. In the GDFN module the31

input features are expanded by a factor γ using 1× 1 convolution and they are then passed through32

3 × 3 convolutions. These operations are performed through two parallel paths and output of the33

paths are activated using GeLU non-linearity. This is then combined with the output of the other path34

using element-wise product.35
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3 Qualitative results:36

We present more qualitative results from single-task models to further elucidate the effectiveness of37

prompt-block even when under the single-task setting.38

3.1 Dehazing39

Figure 2: Image deraining comparisons under single task setting on images from the SOTS
dataset [4]. Our method effectively removes haze to produce visually better images.
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3.2 Deraining40

Figure 3: Image deraining comparisons under single task setting on images from the Rain100L
dataset [1]. Our method effectively removes rain streaks to generate rain-free images.
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3.3 Denoising41

Figure 4: Image deraining comparisons under single task setting on images from the URBAN100
dataset [2] with σ = 50. Our method produces visually better images as compared to previous
methods. We show selected patches from the images.
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